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Workers’ Compensation Costs and Changes  
to the EMR Formula Effective October 1, 2022 
 
How to Mitigate and Plan 
October is the time of year when changes are implemented to the New York 
Loss Cost rates (LC). It’s also the time when other factors, such as those that 
can affect your workers’ compensation cost, may come into play, directly  
impacting your ability to bid competitively. This year, in addition to the usual 
changes, there are significant modifications to the Experience Modification  
Rating (EMR) formula. 
 
First, let’s talk about Loss Costs which are calculated and published by the New York Compensation Insurance Rating 
Board (NYCIRB) for all carriers to apply. Loss Cost represents payments to cover claims, as well as administrative  
expenses and adjusting expenses. Carriers then factor in their Loss Cost Multiplier (LCM) to determine their own basic 
underwriting rate. Currently, New York State Insurance Fund (NYSIF) is maintaining its 1.27 LCM. Other carriers’ LCMs 
can be found at https://www.nycirb.org. 
 
New York employers will, once again, experience a decrease in LC rates by an average of 8.7%. Last year, LCs decreased 
by 6.4% on average. While there are more than 550 rate classifications, 70± of those are generally considered to be  
applicable to construction. After isolating those construction rates, American Global estimates that the average decrease 
will be approximately 9%, which, on the surface, sounds like great news. That decrease may be good for some contractors, 
but for others it could provide a false sense of rate relief until the/their EMR is factored into the overall cost. 
 
Let’s look at several other contributing factors, a few which have changed and some which remain the same: 
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The United States Longshore & Harbor Workers’ Compensation percentage increased from 75.1% to 76.6%  •
Construction Industry Payroll Limitation as of July 1, 2022, the payroll limitation is $1,688.19 per week. •
Maximum Weekly Payroll Executive Officers:  •

             •   Non-Construction payroll increased from $2,450.00 to $2,600.00 
             •   Construction payroll increased from $1,594.57 to $1,688.19 

Maximum Workers’ Compensation Weekly Benefit for injured workers increased from $1,063.05 to $1,125.46 •
 
The Terrorism Loss Cost provision remains unchanged at $0.03 per $100 of payroll, and 2.3% of  •
premium for non-payroll classes; no change from last year. 
The Natural Disasters and Catastrophic Industrial Accidents Loss Cost provision remains unchanged  •
at  $0.005 per $100 of payroll, and 0.4% of premium for non-payroll classes; no change from last year. 
The Construction Employment Territory premium differentials - for all territories - remains unchanged  •
at 0.0%. Policies for employers whose employees are subject to payroll limitation must continue to  
include the applicable territory differential on the policy even if that premium amount is $0. 
Deductible Premium Credits have not changed with this revision. •
There was no change in the New York Construction Classification Premium Adjustment Program •
(NYCCPAP) credit which is earned for average wages more than $23.24 per hour. 
 
New York State Assessment was updated effective January 1, 2022, to 10.2%, down from 11.8% •
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Experience Modification Rate: Calculation Changes 
NYCIRB announced major changes to the New York EMR and withdrawal from NCCI. We cannot stress enough the 
importance of the changes which have been made to the EMR. 
 
The credits and debits issued under the current experience rating program are insufficient to adequately incentivize 
workplace safety. Risks with better-than-expected experience do not receive enough credit, and risks with worse-than-
expected experience do not receive enough debit. In order to address this concern, effective October 1, 2022, NYCIRB 
is withdrawing from the NCCI Experience Rating Plan. Even if you have employees in New York and out of state,  
the New York EMR will still stand on its own. For the tri-state area, be reminded that New Jersey and Pennsylvania are 
independent boards. 
 
It is conceivable that this change could result in a grave imbalance to all of your EMRs - one winding up a deep debit, 
with the other ending as a high credit. Be sure to take a careful look at your policy(ies) for any discrepancy in the  
underwriter’s application of the “correct EMR(s).” 
 
This is a good place to mention Code Rule 59 (relating to Compulsory Workplace Safety and Loss Prevention program). 
As some have experienced, finding your way onto the Department of Labor (DOL) report is a costly experience, not 
only in added premium and surcharge but also in time and cost for curing the penalty. With the changes in EMR, we can 
expect that DOL report to grow. 
 

Change in Variable Split Point  
“Split point” is a dollar value that divides losses, for each claim in an EMR calculation, into primary and excess components. 
Split points vary by risk and are a function of each risk’s expected losses in the experience period. 
 
The change announced in claims value variable split point is extremely important and may be the single greatest cause 
of an EMR deteriorating to a debit. Very briefly, the primary portion of the loss under the new formula is the main factor 
considered in the EMR determination. Even though total actual losses stay the same, the increased split point causes a 
shift of losses from excess to primary. Actual primary losses will increase, and excess losses decrease correspondingly. 
 
The expected loss amount for a risk is the key factor in the EMR formula. Keep an eye on it and manage your claims 
accordingly. This is why properly classifying your employees, reporting payroll, and loss cost are so important to your 
EMR. If you would like a deeper dive into the EMR calculation, visit NYCIRB at https://www.nycirb.org. 
  
Transitional Modification Factor 
During the first year of the new program, if the mod under the new program exceeds the mod that would have been gen-
erated by the old formula by more than 0.30, an employer’s mod will be capped at the mod derived by the old formula. 
This applies to EMRs with an Anniversary Rating Date between October 1, 2022 and September 30, 2023. Additional 
criteria apply to this rule.  
 
We also caution that the reduction in LC, coupled with the revised EMR formula, will create difficulties with EMRs. 
This is an explosive combination. As LCs decline, so do your expected losses. Along with this goes the increased claims 
cost for medical diagnostics and care, prescription drugs and rehabilitation. For the most part, wages are increasing,  
allowing workers to reach maximum benefit levels with higher settlement values. 
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“We cannot stress enough the  
importance of the changes which  

have been made to the EMR.” 



How to Mitigate and Plan 
As always, there are many different ways you can prepare your business for upcoming changes. Some actions suggested 
by American Global include: 
 

Early intervention •
Have losses reviewed prior to reporting to NYCIRB •
Review loss runs for: Credits for any third-party award, subrogation, or other forms of transfer and backward  •
apportionment 
Ensure that reserves reflect an accurate forecast of future payment and settlement potential •
Carriers are notorious for not applying holiday awards and recoveries, nor make an effort to include them in unit •
reporting. This is particularly true with wrap-ups and for insureds who are no longer insured by the carrier. 
Prompt early and accurate payroll audits •
Review your classifications for accuracy •
Pay particular attention to wrap-up claims and payroll. Do not rely on carrier or rating board compliance staff  •
to match claims to payroll. Match your certificate file to your EMR worksheet. 
Ensure that JV claims are not inadvertently mixed in with your corporate program •
Order worksheets as soon as they are available •

  

Final Thoughts 
The potential negative consequences of certain changes (particularly with regard to the downward trend in loss cost 
leading to higher EMRs for some) were acknowledged by Chief Actuary Ziv Kimmel and actuary Ben Witkowski at 
this year’s Workers’ Compensation Forum, sponsored by the NYCIRB. At that same meeting, which took place on  
September 15th, Director of Actuarial Research Bret Kings gave additional commentary and predictions about this  
year’s Experience Modification changes. He too believes the change in the split point formula, to a more employer- 
specific method, should help smaller employers but could be a problem for larger employers and serve as an even a 
greater detriment for contractors engaged in wrap-up projects.  
  
Undoubtedly, a few of the changes we outlined will cause some confusion with underwriters, carrier compliance staff, 
and the army of individuals behind the curtain who touch your statistical information. We caution you to expect mistakes 
by both rating boards and carriers. Be mindful that New York State Insurance Law section 2347(c) requires that, at least 
thirty days prior to billing, insurers must provide insureds, whose premium is affected by a rate change, with an estimate 
of the change, as well as the reasons contributing to the change. 
 
As always, your American Global team is available to answer any questions you may have regarding these or other 
related changes, and how they may affect your business. 
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American Global is a privately held insurance and surety brokerage firm specializing in all aspects of construction risk management. 
We support contractors, owners, and developers throughout the entire scope of their project and across every milestone of their 
business, protecting against the risks and exposures specific to the construction industry.
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